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Will Mentor
Please join Will Mentor for the opening of his exhibition,
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Exhibition continues through to June 5, 2004.
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Mandatran, 2004, oil and acrylic on canvas, 183 x 183 cm.

Depictaction, New Paintings by Will Mentor
May 13th – June 5th

The TrépanierBaer gallery is pleased to present an exhibition of new paintings by Will
Mentor. Will Mentor, whose work is concerned with the relationship between the real
and the simulated, continues to challenge the parameters of abstraction with his
latest works. In this dynamic new series, and through his adept use of trompe l’oeil
techniques, and Op art illusions, Mentor re-presents a recycling of forms derived from
his past work. In these new paintings, fragments of the artist’s on-going pictorial
dialogue with art and science enter into figural constellations derived through a
process that combines scanning, layering, printing, drawing, and painting. This vital
pictorial vocabulary draws upon a diverse range of forms and sensibilities informed
by the artist’s ongoing dialogue with notions of botanical hybridity and art historical
genres, as Mentor reveals in a recent statement:

“Scientists alter genomes often with viruses, to construct new categories of plants and
animals; I reconfigure imagery through scanning, layering, printing, drawing, and
painting to construct a hybrid picture space.”

Mentor’s mixing process points up the hybrid nature of his paintings, as they are
comprised of an aggregate of contradictory temporalities and perspectives. Within
these works, the interference between flat graphic optical patterns and illusionary

three-dimensional space – rendered through Mentor’s characteristic eye-fooling
exactitude – creates dynamic reciprocal arrangements. Like the optical shimmerings
of the Op art movement, these hybrid picture spaces resonate through vibrating color
combinations, pulsating moiré patterns, and undulating trompe l’oeil depictions of
depth. Both witty and serious, Mentor’s complex, dynamic, and multiple perspectives
challenge spectators to raise questions about the nature of art and perception.

Will Mentor was born in Longmeadow, Massachusetts in 1958. He currently lives and
works in Cambridge, Mass. He attended the Rhode Island School of Design, R.I.
graduating with a B.F.A. in 1981. Since his first critically acclaimed exhibition that year
at the Wolff Gallery in Manhattan’s East Village he has consistently exhibited work
throughout the US, Europe, and Japan. In addition, he has been the subject of
numerous catalogues and articles in art publications, including an entry in Arnason’s,
History of Modern Art, Third Edition, 1986. Public collections include The Museum of
Contemporary Art in Los Angeles; Brooklyn Museum, Brooklyn, N.Y.; The New School
for Social Research, New York City; the Des Moines Art Center, Des Moines, Iowa; and
the Newark Museum, Newark, N.J. This is Will Mentor’s fifth solo exhibition at
TrépanierBaer.

For more information please contact Yves Trépanier or Kevin Baer at
(403) 244-2066, or email info@tbg1.com
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